
 
Marshall is my favorite because I like red. 
 

In the garden area outside the Gan door for morning greeting this week, one of our three 
year olds stopped to chat with me and shared his favorite Paw Patrol character. I shared 
back with him: My favorite is Sky. He listened in silence and did not respond. His mother 
and I then spent a few minutes catching up while he explored the garden. As the 
conversation wound down, he looked at me and re-entered the conversation: 
 

I like Sky too because she is pink, and pink is next to red. 
 

His comment rang like a bell in my head, reminding me about the pace of childhood and 
the cognitive complexities of our youngest learners. It stayed in my mind all week and has 
drawn out more examples. From our typical adult perspective, our three year old Paw 
Patrol fan showed what we assume to be his limited, or un-developed, cognitive and 
attentional capacity – piping in with one simple comment about his favorite character 
before dawdling in the garden while the adults chatted. But in fact, he never left the 
conversation, he just took more time to process and consider his next contribution, which 
was itself quite complex. He considered Sky’s color, pictured it next to red on the color 
wheel, and used that to bring us closer together. 
 

It’s often not that our children’s minds have wandered but rather that their minds work at a 
different pace than ours. Stephanie Slater is often reminding our teachers to silently count 
to three within conversational turns with our students, to allow the child time and space to 
respond. Sometimes it’s three minutes not three seconds, as evidenced in the garden with 
my Paw Patrol friend. Too often, we are harrying our children when we repeat our 
questions or statements several times after they seem to fail to register the first time, when 
many times they are best served by silence and patience. 
 

Children are smart, and capable of complex cognitive thought, but not always in the ways 
or pace that we are accustomed to as adults. Alison Gopnik presents the laboratory 
research and brain science behind this, writing that “babies’ intelligence, the research 
shows, is very different from that of adults and from the kind of intelligence we usually 
cultivate in school.” 
 

As early childhood educators, our job is not only to “raise” children up into more mature 
thought but also to appreciate and nurture their current cognitive capacities. This is often 
done by slowing down, deconstructing our adult assumptions, and recognizing what the 
child in front of us is already capable of. So much more is possible – the ceiling is higher – 
if we begin with a strengths-based perspective on childhood. 
 

This was on display in our house last night, as Shira went into our girls’ room to give a 
pacifier to Maayan (bless Eliana, who slept through the screams). But Maya wasn’t 
satisfied with just one paci – she made it clear in her toddler way that she needed all four 
pacifiers back in the crib – she was not satiated until the fourth paci was hers again. (Why 
she threw them out in the first place is a whole other note…) It reminded me, as did the 



 
Marshall and Sky comment, about the oft-hidden cognitive strengths of our young ones. 
Maya, barely two, can’t even say her numbers yet alone count. And yet she clearly already 
comprehends aspects of some basic mathematical properties: number of items in a group, 
less than/more than, and parts of a whole. 
 

In diapers, but already a mathematician? Yes. This is true for all our children – nothing 
special about Maya in this anecdote. Julie Brierley published research in 2018 which urged 
policy makers and practitioners to “stop underestimating 2-year-old children’s cognitive 
abilities” as she found that “the cognitive abilities of 2-year-old children are underestimated 
and misinterpreted” in policy and practice; a leading historian of childhood has written that 
“developmental psychologists have consistently underestimated the capacities of children”. 
This contemporary research is one of the underpinnings of our educational approach at the 
Gan, in which we seek out a “strong image of the child”, as they say in Reggio, as our 
starting point. 
 

Children are capable of so much, if only we slow down and attempt to enter their world – 
rather than rush through and pull them into our world. 
 

Shabbat shalom, 
 

Noah  
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